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Stitched Lace Daisy Lane 

    
Stamps:  Daisy Lane, A Little Lace 
Ink: Seaside Spray, Night of Navy, Versamark 
Cardstock:  Whisper White, Seaside Spray, Rococo Rose, 2019/2021 In Color 6” x 6” Designer  
Accessories:  SNAIL, Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals, Paper Snips, Medium Whisper White Envelopes, 
Embossing Buddy, Shimmer White Stampin’ Emboss Powder, Heat Tool, Daisy Punch, Medium 
Daisy Punch, Subtle 3-D Embossing Folder, Stitched Lace Dies, 2019/2021 In Color Faceted Dots, 
Die Brush, Paper-piercing Tool, Sponge Daubers 
Measurements:  
Seaside Spray card base: 4 ¼” x 11”, scored & folded at 5 1/2” 
Rococo Rose designer paper for card front: 4” x 3”  
Seaside Spray designer paper to cover envelope flap: 2 ¼” x 5 ¾” 
Rococo Rose inside layer: 4” x 5 ¼”          for “ribbon” strip: ¼” x 4 ¼” 
Whisper White: for lace: 4 ¼” x 5 ½”          to stamp & punch daisies: 3” x 5 ½”  
for inside layer: 3 ½” x 4 ¾” 
 
Stamping tips:  
Adhere Rococo Rose square to upper card front with SNAIL. 
Lay the largest piece of Whisper White on the larger of the Stitched Lace dies on the die cutting 
machines with the cutting edges facing up. Crank through the die cutting machine. Lay the die with 
the paper still inside on the die brush foam mat with the metal side of the die facing up. Roll the die 
brush over the die to loosen the tiny pieces. Use the Paper-piercing tool to remove the lace from the 
die, then poke out any remaining pieces with the tool 
Use the smaller Stitched Lace die to cut out the lace into strips. Cut a straight edge on the lace strip 
with scissors or a paper trimmer. Adhere to lower edge of designer paper with SNAIL. 
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To cut the ¼” strip for the “ribbon”, start with the Rococo Rose card stock 4 ¼” wide by however long 
you want. Lay on the paper trimmer as shown with the left edge on the ¼” mark. Cut with the trimmer. 
Emboss the Rococo Rose “ribbon” strip with the Subtle folder. Adhere over the top edge of the lace 
with SNAIL or liquid glue. 

  
To create the layered daisy, stamp one large and one medium daisy with Seaside Spray ink on white. 
Punch with Daisy and Medium Daisy Punches. Punch one more of both sizes from unstamped white. 
Sponge plain white daisy tips with Seaside Spray using a Sponge Dauber. Adhere the layers to each 
other with SNAIL adhesive in the center, off-setting the petals as shown. Adhere to card front on the 
left side just above the “ribbon” with a single Stampin’ Dimensional. Fluff the petals with your fingers. 
Add a 2019/2021 In Color Faceted Dot to the center of the daisy. 

  
 
Rub lower right corner of Seaside Spray card base with Embossing Buddy. Stamp greeting with 
Versamark. Sprinkle with Shimmer White embossing powder. Heat with Heat Tool. 

 
 
 



 

 

Adhere Rococo Rose layer inside card with SNAIL. Ink flower bouquet image from A Little Lace with 
Seaside Spray ink. Stamp once on scrap paper before stamping on upper half of the inside white 
layer. Stamp sentiment from A Little Lace using Night of Navy ink. 

   
 
To add DSP to the outside of the envelope flap, add a line of SNAIL all around the edges of the flap. 
Adhere the DSP piece to the flap, lining up the edge of the piece with the top fold of the flap. Press 
the DSP securely all around the edges, then trim the DSP to match the shape of the flap with 
scissors.  
Stamp front of envelope to match card if desired. 
  


